Members in Attendance:
Amy Taylor, Julie Smith, Chip Curry, Karen Kindell, Josh Blackman, Shale Peters, Jesse Poole

Guests:
Paula Schuessler, Althea Simeone, Deborah Meehan, Alison Weaver, Yvette Presley, Wendi Luther,
Melinda Wildes, Ted Lane, Chris Legore, Patrick Blanchette

Previous
No previous events to discuss.

Current
**Online Game Night** – Jackbox games offers packs of five “party” games for $12.50. One purchases license allows others to connect and play without having to purchases the games. Multiple devices (phones, tablets, laptops, etc.) can be used to play. We still need to determine which package(s) to buy and what medium (as there are several ways to purchase) to use to buy them.

**Online Yoga with Vail (4/14 @ 12pm)** – Garrett Vail had done all previous classes in person except for one before the quarantines. He has agreed to do the final class Tuesday (4/14) via Zoom. We discussed the possibility of recording the class for people who couldn’t be there. Chip to ask Vail about this.

**Online Expressions Night (4/23 @ 7pm)** – We set a date of April 23rd for this event. Julie proposed the idea of adapting the existing poster we had to an email marketing flyer. SA members that had previously signed up to the canceled event agreed to participate in this one. Marketing in newsletter and Facebook to come. SA members to invite at least two people to attend (bonus points for getting performers).

Upcoming

**Online Lunch with Faculty** – This one is on the back burner for now.

**Online Parent Support with Helen Rogers** – Chip to connect with Helen about this.

**Online Study Groups** – Online study groups were brainstormed during the meeting.

**New Ventures Online Classes** – New Ventures is hosting lots of online classes, including a “Building Confidence” class coming in May.